What’s in the box?
Game board, 4 Pirate Ship Player Pawns and stands, 6 letter dice, and an Eye Patch

Object of the game
Be the first Pirate to reach the Treasure Chest!

Setting up the game
1. Place the game board in the center of the playing area
2. Each player selects a Pirate Ship Player Pawn and places it in a character stand.
3. Place all Pirate Ship Player Pawns on the “Start” space on the game board
4. Place the six letter dice and Eye Patch next to the game board

What to do on your turn
When starting the game the YOUNGEST player goes first.
1. Roll all six letter dice and try to spell a word using the dice rolled.
2. If you can spell a two-letter word, move two spaces. If you can spell a three-letter word, move three space, etc.
3. If you can spell a four or more letter word you get to advance accordingly (move four, five, or six spaces) AND you get to wear the Eye Patch! If another player is wearing the Eye Patch, they must give it to you. Arrgh!
4. If you land on the “Shark Attack!” space then move back two spaces.
5. Your turn is now over. It is now the next players turn going clockwise.
Winning the Game!

The first person to reach the Treasure Chest while wearing the Eye Patch wins! If you are not wearing the Eye Patch when you reach the end of the board, you need to stay on the “Stop” space until you spell a four or more letter word to advance, get the Eye Patch, and win!

Spell words, build bridges, and block your way to the Treasure, matey! ARRGH! The original version of Word Pirates! features over 100 dice and can be found at www.HaywireGroup.com

Other great Haywire Group games:

DICEcapades™
DICEcapades™ Kids Version
Bing-Oh!™